
Literary Genres and their Characteristics

Poetry Fantasy Mystery Nonfiction Drama/Plays
Science Fiction Biography Fables Folktales Myths

Fiction Short Stories Novel
Autobiography

Directions: write the genre next to the corresponding characteristic that best describes the 
genre. Write the title of a book that represents an example of that genre underneath.

Genre Characteristics
A made up story

Example
A Book About a famous person’s life written by that same person

Example
A long prose narrative that usually portrays imaginary characters and events

Example
A book about a famous person’s life

Example
A short fictitious story intended to teach a lesson and in which animals speak 
and act like human beings

Example
A fictitious story based on scientific principals

Example
A story made up and handed down by the common people

Example
A legend often describing the adventures of a superhuman being that attempts
to describe the origins of something

Example
A work of fiction dealing with the solution of a crime

Example
A written work that tells a story through action and speech and is meant to be 
acted on a stage

Example
A short prose narrative that usually portrays imaginary characters and events

Example
Writing usually with a rhythm that repeats

Example
Literature that contains true facts

Example
A work of literature set in an unreal world often with superhuman characters 
and monsters

Example



Literary Genres and their Characteristics

TASK TWO:
MATCH  EACH  OF  THE  FOLLOWING  LITERARY  ELEMENTS  TO  THEIR  SUITABLE
DEFINITION:

___ CHARACTERS ___ PLOT
___ SETTING ___ CLIMAX
___ THEME ___ POINT OF VIEW

a. It is where and when a story takes place. They can change in different parts of the story. 
b. It is the main subject or idea of a book.
c. They are people, animals, etc. that take part in stories. 
d. It is the plan or pattern of events in a story.
e. It comes at the end, when the details come together and form a resolution.


